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Down to Earth Designing landing gear for that ‘other guy’s’ landings Neal Willford, EAA 169108



Any flying machine eventually has to come back to earth, and accommodating just how that happens has caused designers almost as much grief over the years as have the problems of keeping the aircraft aloft. Experience has shown that the landing gear is a necessary evil for practical airplanes, from ultralights on up. The “necessary” part is obvious, as few pilots want to employ the same technique Fred Flintstone used in his car. The “evil” part comes from 34
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the fact that landing gear is heavy, at about 5 percent of an airplane’s gross weight, and often difficult and expensive to make. The first role of the landing gear is to allow the airplane to move around on the ground in a controllable fashion. Experience shows there is a definite relationship between the forward and aft CG positions and the location of the landing gear for good ground handling. (See Reference 1.) In general, the main gear has a
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Shock Absorber Load



tread of about 20 to 25 percent of the wingspan, for both taildragger or tricycle gear configurations. The nose wheel is located ahead of the main wheels, a distance of at least 80 percent of the main gear tread. The gear also needs to be tall enough to provide adequate ground clearance. In tricycle airplanes the minimum prop clearance should be 9 Tire inches, and taildraggers Bungee Cord Gear Fixed Orifice Air-Oil Strut should have at least 7 Spring Gear inches when the airplane is in a level position. However, more clearance might be required, depending on the maximum Shock Absorber Stroke deflection of the gear and tire combination used. Figure 1. Approximate Shock Absorber Performance The second role of the landing gear is to absorb the energy of the airplane’s vertical sink rate during a landing. This rate is pretty depends on an airplane’s mass (its weight divided by low if the airplane is flared right before touchdown. the constant of gravity) and its vertical sink rate However, that other guy sometimes makes a bad land- squared. That the sink rate is squared indicates the ing, so the designer has to make the gear stronger on kinetic energy increases rapidly as the sink rate account of him. increases. For certification purposes, the landing gear has to The second is potential energy, which also depends be able to handle a sink rate of at least 7 feet per sec- on an airplane’s weight and the height from which it is being dropped. Testing shows a wing is still carrying about two-thirds of the airThere are two types of energy that the plane’s weight when the airplane touches down, so the potential energy will depend landing gear needs to absorb. The first on one-third of the airplane’s weight. The height the airplane drops during a landis kinetic energy, which depends on an ing is defined as the total vertical distance airplane’s mass (its weight divided by the the tires and gear legs deflect. Usually an airplane’s maximum gross weight is used when calculating the constant of gravity) and its vertical sink landing energy, but sometimes airplanes have a maximum landing weight rate squared. that is less than the max gross weight. This can happen when an airplane’s manufacturer ond, but it does not need to be strong enough to increases the gross weight of a particular model withhandle a sink rate higher than 10 feet per second. out testing the gear to the higher gross weight and The exact sink rate between these two limits depends making necessary modifications. on the airplane’s wing loading. Some airplanes might need to be designed for a higher sink rate though. For Landing Loads example, a STOL airplane that has a steep approach Though we are focusing on the vertical landing gear might exhibit a higher sink rate during short loads, there are others that need to be considered. For example, the main gear can also experience a drag approaches, requiring a more robust landing gear. There are two types of energy that the landing gear load that varies from 25 to 33 percent of the vertical needs to absorb. The first is kinetic energy, which gear load. (See References 2 and 3.) 36
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Certification standards outline the different landing conditions that any new airplane should be designed to handle. It’s the designer’s job to ensure that the landing gear can absorb these loads without overstressing the airframe. For certification, the FAA allows the designer to choose the gear load factor, expressed in terms of g loading, provided it is above 2. The limit landing inertial load factor that the airplane and passengers experience is the gear load factor plus 0.67. The extra factor accounts for the two-thirds of the weight being carried by the wings during the landing. v



(Vsink 2)/5.4+(dTIRE+dSHOCK)/3 Gear load factor, ng= eTIRE x dTIRE + eSHOCK x dSHOCK



Airplanes designed for normal category flying have a positive limit load factor of 3.8; so if possible, it’s desirable to keep the gear load factor less than 3.1. Otherwise the structure supporting the engine, fuel tanks, seats, passengers, baggage, and any other items will have to be designed to withstand the higher limit landing load factor. The gear load factor depends on the sink speed squared, the vertical deflection of the tire and shock absorber, and the efficiency of the tire and shock absorber. A low sink rate results in a low gear load factor and is one of the reasons you barely feel the “bump” of a good landing. A low gear load factor also results from a large gear and shock deflection, as well as high shock efficiency. There are several ways to achieve this.



Tires A tire’s deflection depends on its size and pressure. Aircraft supply catalogs provide information on tires and usually show its maximum load rating for a given pressure. This rating is the maximum static load the tire can support when it is deflected about 35 percent. The remaining 65 percent tire deflection is available for EAA Sport Aviation
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& HARTZELL AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS DESERVES A PROPELLER THAT DOES THE SAME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"High performance aircraft such as the Lancair IV need propeller airfoils specifically designed for high-speed, high altitude performance. We tested extensively on the IV and the Hartzell’s performance could not be beaten. That’s why it’s recommended. Call us at (541) 923-2233 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props." Lance A. Neibauer, President, Lancair



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S SYS TEM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card. INFORMAT ION FOR AIRCRAFT BUILDERS
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Load Per Gear Leg (lbs.)



landings at higher load Limit Energy Requirement factors, and it is not Reserve Energy Requirement uncommon for tires to Absorbed By Spring Gear & Tire “bottom out” at the limit landing load factor. An airplane’s main wheels should have Gear Load Factor = 2.9 g tires with a maximum load rating greater than half the airplane’s gross weight; consequently, most general aviation airplanes use either 5.00-5 or 6.00-6 tires. Sometimes larger tires are used for better soft field performance, because they provide a bigger footprint. For some designs, extra large tires at reduced Landing Energy (inch-lbs.) pressure may be used Figure 2. Light-Sport Aircraft Spring Gear Example as the sole means of shock absorption, such as the Flybaby and Evan’s VP1. nently or breaks, but along the way you will find Tire pressure plays an important role in the shock there is a straight-line relationship between the increasing load and spring deflection. (See Figure 1.) An airplane’s main wheels should have The energy absorbed by a spring for a tires with a maximum load rating greater given deflection is equal to the spring deflection multiplied by the average load up to that point. Since the load than half the airplane’s gross weight; versus deflection curve is a straight line consequently, most general aviation air- starting at zero, the average load is equal to zero plus the final load divided by two, or in other words, equal to half planes use either 5.00-5 or 6.00-6 tires. the final load on the spring. This indicates that a spring is 50 percent efficient absorbing system. Too high a pressure will result in in absorbing energy. A tire’s approximate load versus “stiffer” gear that will impart higher loads into the deflection curve is also shown in Figure 1, and you airplane structure. Too low a pressure can result in can see it is below the line for a spring. This means a the tire bottoming out sooner than the designer tire’s efficiency is a little lower, and tests show it is intended. People are often complacent in keeping about 47 percent. their car tires at the correct pressure, but usually the only consequence is lower gas mileage. The conse- Shock Absorbers quences can be worse for an airplane owner, so be Since the tires can absorb only so much energy, most sure to keep your airplane’s tire pressure at the airplanes will need an additional shock absorber to do the rest. A variety of shock absorbing systems designer’s or manufacturer’s recommended level. A tire is basically a spring, and a 1-pound load on have been developed, but three are commonly found it will deflect the spring some amount. How much on airplanes today—the bungee, the air-oil strut, and depends on the characteristics of the spring or, in the the spring gear. The bungee cord dates back to the earliest days of case of a tire, its geometry, size, and pressure. Applying a 2-pound load will result in the spring aviation and consists of multiple strands of essendeflecting twice as much as before. You can keep tially elastic rope. The gear legs hinge at the fuselage doing this until the spring either deforms perma- side so that the wheels can move up vertically as the 38
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gear pivots on its hinge. The bungee cords are usually at the center of the fuselage and can be externally located, as on a J-3 Cub, or internal, as on later Pipers. The cords are installed in a preloaded condition in order to keep the gear up against its stops when the airplane is sitting on the ground. The preload raises the average loading for a given deflection and results in an efficiency of roughly 65 percent. Reference 4 provides a good “cookbook” example for those interested in designing a landing gear using this style of shock absorber. The air-oil (or oleo-pneumatic) shock absorber has been very popular on production and homebuilt low-wing airplanes. The gear leg has an internal piston that has the axle attached at the bottom end. A scissor link connects the gear leg and piston together and allows the wheel to move up and down without rotating about the gear leg. The strut is pressurized with air so that it supports the airplane’s gross weight while sitting on the ground, with the strut being compressed about 75 percent of the shock stroke. The pressurized pocket of air is the “spring” that provides the shock absorption while taxiing. The load versus deflection curve differs significantly from the others. The piston has a small orifice in the top that allows the oil to squirt through it while the gear leg is being compressed. The orifice helps keep the gear load down and also helps determine the shape of the curve. The average load on the shock is higher over the shock absorber stroke than for a spring and results in efficiencies of 65 to 75 percent. The exact value depends on how well the orifice size has been optimized. The efficiency can be improved if the absorber uses a metering pin that results in an orifice area that varies with the stroke. Using a metering pin causes the maximum EAA Sport Aviation
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& HARTZELL NOTHING BEATS EXPLORING THE BACKCOUNTRY– EXCEPT GETTING BACK OUT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"Utility planes require reliable performance for their rugged applications. Since Hartzell props are certificated they have been subjected to rigorous fatigue and stress testing not required of experimental props. So you can be assured the constant-speed Hartzell prop will provide the performance needed for primitive short-field work and the durability to take the abuse that comes with it. Call us at (604) 792-5855 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S SYS TEM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card. INFORMAT ION FOR AIRCRAFT BUILDERS
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Gear Leg Type



Gear Load Factor Total



Gear Leg Weight



Flat 2024-T3 Aluminum



2.9



30.7 lbs.



Flat 5160 Steel



2.3



47.1 lbs.



Round 2024-T3 Aluminum



3.7



21.3 lbs.



Round 4340



2.9



25.4 lbs.



Table 1. Light-Sport Aircraft Gear Leg Comparison



load to be achieved for a larger percentage of the stroke and consequently increases the average shock absorber efficiency to around 85 percent. This is the most efficient style of shock absorber used on airplanes today and results in the shortest stroke required for a desired gear load factor. Probably the biggest drawback to this style of absorber is its increased complexity, maintenance, and high drag of the exposed scissor link. The high drag can be largely overcome by the use of telescoping fairings that cover the scissor links and gear legs. Reference 5 provides some good, practical design



information for those interested in using this style of shock absorber. Another popular landing gear is the spring gear, which was invented by Steve Wittman, one of the EAA’s earliest members. He first developed the flat leg version in the 1930s, followed later by the round leg version. Cessna obtained the rights to use it on the 195, and it has been using it on all subsequent singleengine models. The patents on the gear have long since expired; therefore, it has been used on many other designs. It is the simplest and cleanest shock absorber and has



Nose Gear Represents a Different Challenge



LEEANN ABRAMS



One of the biggest contributions Glenn Curtiss made to aviation was the tricycle landing gear configuration, even though it would be 40 years before other manufacturers adopted it as a standard design. While the nose gear makes takeoffs and landings easier for pilots, it makes the designer’s job more difficult. This is because a successful nose gear design needs to absorb the landing loads in addition to being free from shimmy. Many nose gear installations incorporate steering that further complicates the design. A steerable nose gear usually has an oleo strut in the gear leg for shock absorption. The gear leg is inclined aft (as viewed from the side) to ease the force required for steering. The downside of this arrangement is that the nose wheel will shimmy, which is a condition where the nose wheel starts rapidly oscillating back and forth— causing damage if not stopped. As a result, most steerable nose gears have a shimmy damper, which is a mini shock absorber that provides friction to damp out any shimmying. 40
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This type of nose gear is expensive, is difficult to enclose in a fairing, and consequently has high drag. This is further aggravated by being in the high-velocity air behind the propeller. Because of these drawbacks, it is no surprise that the castering nose gear has become so popular. When combined with a rod spring gear leg (as on the RV series), it offers a cheaper, lower drag solution. A well-faired gear like this still has more drag than a tailwheel installation and, in the RV’s case, results in about a 1 percent loss in speed. This is a small price to pay for the improvement it brings to ground operation. By careful design, a castering nose gear can be shimmyfree even without a damper. Its biggest drawback is the lack of steering. Designing a nose gear leg can be a difficult challenge because of its rather short length (compared to the main gear legs). Some designers have had to add a shock absorber attached to the gear leg to get the additional deflection needed to absorb the landing load while keeping the gear load factor at a reasonable level.



an efficiency of 50 percent. The gear leg needs to be sized to absorb the landing energy at a reasonable gear load factor, while not overstressing it. This is the big challenge because the gear’s attach methods, material properties, and leg dimensions all come into play. The legs are not rigidly attached at the fuselage side like a flagpole cemented in the ground. Instead, they are allowed to flex at the juncture. On a flat gear installation, the gear leg is clamped between radiused blocks at the fuselage sides. Extra wheel deflection is obtained because when under load, the gear leg will deflect between the radius block and the inboard attach point. This deflection causes the gear to pivot at the attach blocks. You can see this effect by pushing down on the middle of a yardstick resting between two supports and watching the ends deflect upward. This effect is maximized on a one-piece gear that is allowed to deflect at the center of the fuselage. A round gear leg can also take advantage of this to a certain extent, and that is why the gear leg necks down on the portion of the gear located in its attach socket.



Gear Leg Issues The material properties of the gear leg include its ultimate tensile strength and what is called the modulus of elasticity, a measure of its flexibility. A good gear material will be one that has high strength and high springiness—no surprises here. Gear legs can be made from 4340, 5160, and 6150 alloy steels heat-treated to a tensile strength of around 220,000 pounds per square inch. Sometimes designers specify 2024-T3 aluminum. It is lighter than steel but not as strong, so an aluminum gear leg designed to the same capabilities as a steel gear might not be any lighter and is quite possibly stiffer. EAA Sport Aviation
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& HARTZELL FIGHTER-LIKE PERFORMANCE, ARM CHAIR COMFORT, AND A PROP TO MATCH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



"Anytime you’re talking about maximum performance you’re talking about a constant-speed prop. The constant-speed Hartzell significantly increases the take-off and climb performance of the RVs – and provides optimum cruise as well. You can’t get both in a fixed-pitch prop. Call us at (503) 678-6545 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props." Dick Van Grunsven, President, Van’s Aircraft, Inc.



For your FREE booklet, “Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,” use SPORT PR OP ELL AVIATION’S S YST EM ER SEL ECT ION reader service card. INFORMAT ION FOR AIRCRAFT BUILDERS
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Fiberglass has also been used for gear legs on homebuilts such as the Long-EZ and at least one production airplane, the Grumman Yankee. Its strength is similar to aluminum and has much higher flexibility. This should make it an ideal choice for gear legs, but proper design and manufacture is probably beyond the homebuilder’s capability. The designer spends most of the time adjusting the gear leg dimensions, such as taper, width, thickness, and diameter. The difficulty arises because the landing gear load depends on the gear load factor, which depends on the gear’s deflection at the design maximum vertical sink rate, which in turn depends on the dimensions of the gear (and the tire’s deflection). The easiest way to handle this dilemma is to pick



least a 50 percent margin of safety for that condition. Both flat gears are one piece and are free to deflect between the gear attach points. The round gear legs are assumed to attach to the engine mount (like on a Tailwind or RV-6) and sweep back to locate the wheels in the proper location. This aft sweep, along with the gear drag load, results in a twisting moment around the leg and might cause the gear leg diameter at the axle to be larger than it would otherwise need to be if the gear was not swept back. This was the case when I was picking the diameter at the axle for the aluminum round gear. The table shows the steel gear offers the softest ride, but the highest weight. Its gear load factor of 2.3 may be lower than desirable and also require larger prop clearance and result in a taller, heavier gear. The aluminum version is much lighter and results Whatever gear you decide to use on a in a gear load factor closer to the suggested target. design, carefully study the installaThe round gear looks even more attractive from a weight standpoint. The alution details of successful design that minum version is the lightest, but needs a larger diameter at the fuselage and axle to have been around a long time. obtain the desired margin of safety. This results in a higher gear load factor and a stiffer-feeling gear. For this example, the gear leg dimensions and calculate the deflection and round, steel gear leg may be the best compromise. energy absorbed by the leg and tire for different The resulting total gear weight is about 57 pounds loads. (See Figure 2.) The energy due to the airplane’s (including the weight of the 5.00-5 tires, brakes, and weight, vertical sink rate, and gear/tire deflection is tail wheel). This is 4.6 percent of the airplane’s gross also calculated for differing gear loads. weight, which is pretty close to the 5 percent average The gear load factor is just this load divided by half for certified airplanes. the gross weight. As mentioned earlier, the desired Whatever gear you decide to use on a design, caremaximum gear load factor is 3.1, or some of the fuse- fully study the installation details of successful lage structure will have to be designed for higher-than- designs that have been around a long time. Chances flight-load factors. Having too low a gear load factor for are, if they had service issues, the problems have a spring gear is similarly undesirable, as it may result in been fixed, and you can benefit from their experifatigue problems for the gear legs. ences. The resulting bending stress in the leg can be calculated once you know the limit gear load. The leg References: should have at least a 50 percent margin of safety at 1. “Airplane Design 101”, Willford, Neal, EAA each condition. If not—or if the gear load factor is Sport Aviation, March 2002. too high—different dimensions need to be chosen 2. Design Standards for Advanced Ultra-Light and the process repeated. This can become a tedious Aeroplanes, DS 10141E, Light Aircraft Manufacturers process, but spreadsheets can ease the work consid- Association of Canada, 2001. erably. A new spreadsheet is available to download 3. Code of Federal Regulations Airworthiness from the EAA Sport Aviation page on the EAA website Standards, Part 23 (Amendment 48), 1996. Website: at www.eaa.org that will help you size the gear legs www1.faa.gov/certification/aircraft/ 4. Design of Light Aircraft, Hiscocks, Richard. for the most common type used today, the Wittman Published by author, 1995. spring gear. 5. The Landing Gear, Rawdon, Herb, Wichita State As an example, I used the spreadsheet to design a few different gear legs for a light-sport taildragger. I University Special Collections, 1951. used a gross weight of 1,232 pounds and a wing area of 130.5 square feet. The results are shown in Table 1 for several different spring gear legs designed to meet more at www.eaa.org the suggested FAA landing requirements and have at
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